A N E Y E O N VA L U AT I O N

Market Review

US equities piled on another month of gains in February. So
far this year, the indexes in the US stand on higher ground.
Specifically, the index level of the S&P 500 was about 11%
above last year’s close when February ended. Anyone who
sold-out of the market late last year and went for the sidelines
may be feeling some type of remorse in this period of rising
stock valuations. In their defense, however, there are still plenty
of unknowns out there.
What’s been especially vital this year are the technical internals
in the equity indexes. For one, the percentage of equities
listed in the S&P 500 that now trade at prices above their 200day moving averages has surged nearly 60-fold in the first two
months of this year. Additionally, the S&P 500 is sitting above its
own 200-day moving average. The index’s cross above is surely
a sigh of relief for bullish sentiment. Still, the index resides
below last year’s highs, which is undoubtably what the bears
will cling to.
In opposition to rising stock indexes is a steadily declining
trend of volatility or uncertainty in equity prices. Heuristically
speaking, excessive uncertainty creates buying opportunities
and lesser uncertainty is preferred in a holding environment for
equities. The VIX is the preferred index for gauging uncertainty
in equity prices. The VIX is simply the implied uncertainty that
is priced into the S&P 500’s derivative contracts (options). In
February, the VIX was practically cut in half from where it was in
last December. In hindsight, December was an excellent entry
point into stocks.
A gaze into the internals of the S&P 500’s fundamentals also
offer some points of interest. The index has produced respective
quarterly growth rates over last year’s quarter for earnings and
revenues of 13.1% and 5.8%. This is the fifth consecutive quarter
where earnings have grown in the double-digits!
But forecasts indicate that previous growth rates are about to
slow down. In fact, the analysts on Wall Street are projecting
that this year’s full growth rate for earnings will be 4.1% on
revenue gains of about 5.1%. Earnings growth that is below
revenue growth is not exactly the reality that investors like to
live in.
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“The analysts on Wall Street set target
prices for the companies that they cover. A
bottom up approach that sums those target
prices indicates that the index level could
reach $3,062, which is a 10% premium
above today’s level!”
becoming more expensive in relation to their forward earnings.
A simplified interpretation suggests that stocks have become
dearer to investors.
The forward earnings estimate can also be used to value the
S&P 500. Today, the index is believed to trade around 16 times
forward earnings. Investors will cite that the average valuation
for forward earnings is closer to 15 times. Sure, today’s valuation
isn’t outside the realm of reasonability. However, any further
weakness in earnings would make stocks even more expensive
today.
More optimism: the S&P 500 looks undervalued based on
the Wall Street’s price estimates for individual securities. The
analysts on Wall Street set target prices for the companies
that they cover. A bottom up approach that sums those target
prices indicates that the index level could reach $3,062, which
is a 10% premium above today’s level!
Truly, value is in the eyes of the holder. Every investor has their
own thoughts of what value is at various points in time, which
is why equities can move from one excess to another. The not
so secret truth about successful investment strategies depends
a lot on a person’s ability and willingness to be patient and
disciplined. That’s what makes equity investing so hard. Are
you likely to sell at depressed prices when fear overcomes
markets? Or, are you prepared to rebalance and sell high when
others are being greedy?

What’s more, stock indexes are gaining in a period when
estimates of earnings are being cut. This means stocks are
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Market Movers
The first two-months of the year were particularly great
for investors who held equities. Equity indexes around the
world have pulled higher. Indexes in the US have made
exceptional gains and lead on a relative-basis on the global
scorecard. Perhaps what happened in last October through
December was an overshoot on too much pessimism? Now,
an upward correction is underway, which improves the
indexes alignment with their forward expectations. The
investment team approaches investing with a disciplined
philosophy. Earlier in the year, the investment team
brought more balance to our global equity positions in the
Core Allocation portfolios. Through this target allocation
change, we are striving to help protect investors against
any unnecessary risks that could arise in a new environment
of slowing growth rates.

US STOCKS made a consecutive monthly advance

in February. Year-to-date, the average total return
of the category average is now 13.9%! Large-Caps
have risen 11.5% this year. But the real winners for
the year lie higher up the risk spectrum: namely,
Mid- and Small-Caps. Respective current year gains
for Mid- and Small-Caps are 14.2% and 16.0%.

FOREIGN STOCKS haven’t been left far behind

Asset Categories

Monthly

YTD

US STOCKS

3.95%

13.90%

FOREIGN STOCKS

1.72%

9.74%

US BONDS

0.62%

2.84%

FOREIGN BONDS

0.31%

3.25%

HARD ASSETS

1.88%

11.45%

HYBRIDS

2.41%

8.43%

*DATA USED IS SOURCED FROM MORNINGSTAR®, DATE ENDING FEBRUARY 28, 2019.

FOREIGN BONDS performed similarly to US
bonds, that is, in quiet trading ranges. The World
bond category average slightly slipped in the latest
month. However, Emerging Market bonds managed
to close last month with some more gains. Year-todate, Foreign bonds have made total returns that
average 3.3%. Although, most of this year’s average
is attributable to Emerging Markets.

this year. Their relative performance with respect
to US stocks is lower, however, any investor would
be happy of what’s been delivered so far. This year,
Developed Large-Caps have produced total returns
near 9.5%. Similarly, Emerging Markets have risen
almost 9.0%. The Developed Mid- and Small-Caps
category average has done even better this year
with total returns of about 10.8%.

HARD ASSETS are another bright spot in the asset
class palette this year. Energy continues to be the
dominate performer this year with another month of
gains of about 6.0%. For this year, Energy has made
gains of about 18.3%. Real Estate has also shown a
trend for momentum. Gains made in Real Estate were
softer in February, but stand around 11.5% for the full
current year.

US BOND trends flattened out in February. Interest
rate handles were basically muted in February,
which resulted in less price action for fixed-income
securities. In this category average, again, riskier
assets were on the up. The High-Yield and Bank
Loan averages both advanced. Year-to-date, both
category averages are in possession of respective
gains of 5.5% and 3.9%.

HYBRIDS are tracking close in terms of correlation to

equities. The asset class gained again in the previous
month. Specifically, the Convertible bond category
average put up equity-like returns in February. Yearto-date gains on Hybrids also resemble the equity
averages. Convertible bonds carry the lead with total
returns of about 9.8%. Preferred stocks aren’t far
behind with this year’s total returns near 7.0%.
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